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Magic Notes is an application designed to help you get more
organized by making notes and setting alarms for important

things you need to remember. This application will help you be
more organized in your daily activities and never forget facts or
events. Magic Notes will make keeping track of phone numbers,
website addresses and other important information a priority and
make sure they are safe and always available, unlike pieces of
paper that can easily fall off the table or be misplaced. The built

in alarm is a great feature when you need to remember important
events and need a personal assistant to do it. Simple design No
main window was used to display important notes, instead you
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right click on the app's icon and you get all the available options.
You can simply add a new note just by using your mouse to open

a small area where you can input all the data you need to be
remembered. Note organized for a more powerful person The

note organizer option will let you see and manage all your notes
and alarms. From this window you can also access the
preferences for this software and better personalize the

application. The Preferences window will display options for
general settings like confirming deleted note, auto saving to

hiding the toolbar at start-up and even starting with Windows.
The "Notes" tab allows you to customize the size and font type to

be used in your notes so you can keep better track of the
changes you need to make. The "Network" tab will let you toggle
with port, network notifications and auto updates. Magic Notes

also supports the definition of hot keys for your favorite functions.
In conclusion Magic Notes is a great personal assistant, keeping

track of all important events and notes, making you a more
responsible and organized person. Pocketdiary - Effective way to
Keep track of your business activities Sometimes it's too easy to
loose track of all the things you're working on. This handy time

management and note-taking tool helps you put the projects and
to-do's in order. Pocketdiary records the information about your

life and works together with a great calendar. In addition, the tool
lets you sync the data with all your devices and access them

from any of them. Pocketdiary is the perfect tool for small
business owners. - Manage your time and prioritize your activities

- Organize and record your tasks and appointments with due
dates - Sync your data across your devices (e.g. IOS, Android) -

Create your own custom fields to record the
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Powerful Macro Editor Macro is a powerful tool that can
automatically carry out almost all tasks. Programs, documents,
web pages and other large data files can be reduced in size or
modified for convenient operation. With the built-in functions of
text editor, you can create and edit macros to suit your needs.

Keyboard HotKeys: HexCode: Select Menu: Macro Editor
Features: On-screen cursor Quickly point to text, web page, etc.
Delete, copy, select and insert Drag and drop text, HTML and
pictures to the text editor. Cut, copy, delete, paste, and insert
Move selected text, HTML and pictures to the text editor. Cut,

copy, insert Cut, copy and insert selected text, HTML and
pictures into the text editor. Search and replace Search selected

text and find, replace or delete. Cut, copy, select and replace
Move selected text, HTML and pictures to the text editor. Cut,
paste and insert Cut, paste and insert text, HTML and pictures

into the text editor. Find and replace Search text and find, replace
or delete. Manually search text Manually search text or find,
replace or delete. Built-in Editor: Edit HTML, XML, Doc, RTF,

CPL and HLP files Edit Database, HTML, SQL, XML, RTF, CPL
and HLP files Compare, find and replace Compare, find and

replace selected text and delete them. Compress files You can
compress all your files for convenience and safety. Text and

HTML Editor: Edit Text and HTML files Text Editor: Insert HTML
into documents Insert code into documents Insert buttons into

documents Insert hyperlinks into documents Insert HTML codes
Insert images into documents Insert pictures into documents

Insert pictures into documents Insert links into documents Insert
pictures and hyperlinks Insert pictures and hyperlinks into

documents Insert text and images into documents Insert text and
images into documents Insert text and HTML into documents

Insert text and HTML into documents Insert text and images into
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documents Insert text and HTML into documents Insert text and
images into documents Insert text and HTML into documents

Insert 81e310abbf
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Magic Notes has been designed to be a powerful note-taking
software tool. Magic Notes allows you to create notes just by
clicking on the app's icon. Each note can have multiple tags and
categories. Create notes for phone numbers, websites, alarm
reminders and other things. Magic Notes will organize your notes
and keep your information safe. Magic Notes is also a great time-
management tool. You can create and edit multiple alarms for
various times or events, such as: * Update your contacts in a
single click. * Create new alarm directly on your phone. * Never
forget a phone number again. * Never miss an important date or
event. *... Install Instructions: ---------- To open Magic Notes first
click on the app's icon. To add a note just click on the note's icon
on the left side bar. To delete a note simply drag the note to the
trash can at the top of the screen. To edit a note just drag it to the
note organizer window on the right side of the screen. To add
tags and categories just drag the note to the correct area on the
note organizer window. To change the note font size just drag the
note to the note font window. The note organization window is
just below the note text field. Note organization To manage all
your notes and alarms click on the note organizer tab. To
manage your notes click on the note tab. To manage all your
alarms click on the alarm tab. To add a note just drag it to the
note organizer window. To add a note with multiple tags or
categories just drag it to the note organizer window. To create a
new alarm just click on the drop-down menu that is displayed
when you double-click on the alarm's icon. When you are done
click "Set Alarm" to create the alarm. You can also use this
option to add a new note with multiple tags or categories. In the
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note text field just fill in the text for the note. To confirm the note's
deletion press the "delete" key on the keyboard. The note will be
deleted and removed from the note organizer. To edit a note just
drag it to the note organizer window. The note's text will be
replaced with the new note's text. To remove a tag from a note
just drag the tag to the note's text area. To add a category just
drag the category to the note's text

What's New In Magic Notes?

One of the best and unique system utility and program designed
to give you a complete solution for monitoring and recovering
deleted files on your computer. Delite allows you to recover
accidentally or intentionally deleted files by using your password.
When you delete a file by mistake, not everything can be
recovered. It becomes inaccessible, so all you can do is backup
or shred it. But, if the file was not only temporarily stored but it
was deleted permanently, it can no longer be recovered,
including the file name, size, and date of its creation. This can
even happen if you have a third-party tool that deletes files for
you. That's why this advanced and professional program can
help you to recover accidentally or intentionally deleted files,
including the file name, size, and date of its creation. The
program features the following innovative technologies: - System-
level file recovery process which supports reading deleted files
under your Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7
systems. - Automatic backup solution to recover files when the
system crashes or your hard disk drive is corrupted. - Automated
recovery and recovery wizard which helps you to recover files
with just several clicks. - Versioning for every version of every file
type. - Malicious file deletion prevention to prevent any file from
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being deleted. - Ease of use to help you recover files fast and
efficiently. - Easy to use wizard interface with useful buttons. -
Ability to recover with advanced settings such as: the maximum
size of recovered file, whether it is readable or not, and more. -
Ability to recover lost password even if your deleted files have no
physical connection with your system. - Can work as scheduled
(daily or weekly) or as a one-time program (Automatic or Manual)
for you to create a scheduled task in your Windows system. -
Can work as a virtual drive on the fly so you can mount and use
your deleted files on any Windows system from any operating
system. - Runs quietly with the system tray icon. - Support for
64-bit Windows version of Windows XP, Windows Vista and
Windows 7 operating systems. Best Software - Business &
Productivity Tools/Accounting & Finance... It's easy to keep track
of your personal tasks and tasks assigned to you. Use this
Calendar Software to keep track of appointments, deadlines,
important dates, and more. You can also use it to manage your
company's projects and tasks. This Calendar Software contains
all the features you need to maintain your personal task list, and
business or company's to-do list. Features: * Day and Month
Views * Popup Calendar * Themes and Colors * Project Views *
Import/Export of... 3. Best Software - Business & Productivity
Tools/Accounting & Finance... This is the Windows version of our
popular Excel To-Do List Calendar Software. Use it to keep track
of
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System Requirements For Magic Notes:

- MAC OS X 10.7 or later - 500MB hard disk - 2 GB RAM
Minimum of OpenGL 1.5 Recommended: OpenGL 2.0
Installation: 1) Download and install from 2) Extract the
downloaded content to your Applications folder (create the folder
if it does not exist) 3) Open the Extractor Control Panel and click
the “Start Installer” button 4) Follow the instructions
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